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French Study Guide
Exam Board: AQA, Edexcel, OCR & WJEC Level:
AS/A-level Subject: Modern Languages First
Teaching: September 2016 First Exam: June 2017
Literature analysis made easy. Build your students'
confidence in their language abilities and help them
develop the skills needed to critique their chosen
work: putting it into context, understanding the
themes and narrative technique, as well as specialist
terminology. Breaking down each scene, character
and theme in Un Sac de Billes (A Bag of Marbles),
this accessible guide will enable your students to
understand the historical and social context of the
novel and give them the critical and language skills
needed to write a successful essay. - Strengthen
language skills with relevant grammar, vocab and
writing exercises throughout - Aim for top marks by
building a bank of textual examples and quotes to
enhance exam response - Build confidence with
knowledge-check questions at the end of every
chapter - Revise effectively with pages of essential
vocabulary and key mind maps throughout - Feel
prepared for exams with advice on how to write an
essay, plus sample essay questions, two levels of
model answers and examiner commentary
Learning French from Spanish and Spanish from
French provides adult English speakers who have
learned either Spanish or French as a second
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language with the tools to learn the other as a third
language. Research in the growing fields of thirdlanguage acquisition and multilingualism documents
how successful language learners intuitively build on
their existing knowledge as they learn a new
language. In this vein, Learning French from Spanish
and Spanish from French takes advantage of the
fact that learners with intermediate proficiency in a
second language are used to thinking consciously
about language, know themselves as language
learners, and can capitalize on what they know
about one language to understand the other. With
chapters conveniently organized by grammatical
concept and including supplementary resources
such as exercises, parallel reading texts, and audio
files, this book will benefit students, travelers, and
budding multilinguals alike.
Film analysis made easy. Build your students'
confidence in their language abilities and help them
develop the skills needed to critique their chosen
work: putting it into context, understanding the
themes and director's technique, as well as specialist
terminology. Breaking down each scene, character
and theme in Entre les murs, this accessible guide
will enable your students to understand the historical
and social context of the film and give them the
critical and language skills needed to write a
successful essay. - Strengthen language skills with
relevant grammar, vocab and writing exercises
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throughout - Aim for top marks by building a bank of
textual examples and quotes to enhance exam
response - Build confidence with knowledge-check
questions at the end of every chapter - Revise
effectively with pages of essential vocabulary and
key mind maps throughout - Feel prepared for
exams with advice on how to write an essay, plus
sample essay questions, two levels of model
answers and examiner commentary
Planning a trip to a French-speaking country?
Starting a business with a French connection?
Looking to ace your next French test? Intermediate
French For Dummies is the book for you. It offers all
the help you need to improve your writing skills and
become a better French speaker, listener, and
reader, as well. This friendly, hands-on workbook
gives you practical examples and useful exercises
so you can practice how native speakers use the
language. From vocabulary and numbers to juggling
tenses, you’ll get a clear understanding of the
nuances of French style and usage that will have
you writing better in no time. Plus, you’ll find multiple
charts that provide the conjugations for all types of
French verbs. Discover how to: Use fundamental
French grammar — from nouns, adjectives, and
adverbs to pronouns, prepositions, and conjunctions
Select and conjugate the correct French verbs
Understand the importance of grammatical gender in
French Ask and respond to questions Use a bilingual
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dictionary correctly Get a handle on French
negatives Know whether to use the infinitive or the
present participle Add descriptive flair to your writing
Sort out pronominal verbs Avoid the most common
French writing mistakes Complete with plenty of
room to practice you skills with exercises right in the
workbook Intermediate French For Dummies helps
you get your French writing up to speed toute suite!
2020 Edition Our CLEP study guides are different!
The French CLEP study guide TEACHES you what
you need to know to pass the CLEP test. This study
guide is more than just pages of sample test
questions. Our easy to understand study guide will
TEACH you the information. We've condensed what
you need to know into a manageable book - one that
will leave you completely prepared to tackle the test.
This study guide includes sample test questions that
will test your knowledge AND teach you new
material. Your French CLEP study guide also
includes flashcards that are bound into the back of
the book. Use these to memorize key concepts and
terms. Anyone can take and pass a CLEP test. What
are you waiting for? ****Testimonial****I just wanted
to drop you guys a line and tell you that I passed my
final CLEP exam last Monday which gives me all of
the credits I need to graduate. I have taken 30
credits worth of CLEP exams and I've passed them
all by using your study guides. I actually purchased
one of your study guides and failed my first test. I
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didn't fail because of your guide though, I failed
because I didn't manage my time effectively and I
ran short. I looked at your study guide after failing
though, and a lot of the information on your study
guide was very relevant to what was on the test. So,
I tried again with a different test and a different study
guide of yours. I passed. This pattern continues for
30 credits. I graduate on June 9th thanks to you
guys, so I wanted to say thank you. The guides were
worth every penny. Thanks, -John S.****I would like
to thank you for your study guides. I will be
graduating in December with two bachelor degrees
and CLEP helped me get there quickly. I gained 36
credits through CLEP and your study guides helped
me through almost all of them. I can honestly say
that I would not have passed many of the tests
without your guides. Great products. Thanks!! -Erin
W.****
A Study Guide for John Fowles's "The French
Lieutenant's Woman," excerpted from Gale's
acclaimed Novels for Students. This concise study
guide includes plot summary; character analysis;
author biography; study questions; historical context;
suggestions for further reading; and much more. For
any literature project, trust Novels for Students for all
of your research needs.
“This majestic, moving novel is an instant classic, a
book that will be read, discussed and taught beyond
the rest of our lives.”—Chicago Tribune Winner of the
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National Book Critics Circle Award, A Lesson Before
Dying is a deep and compassionate novel about a
young man who returns to 1940s Cajun country to
visit a black youth on death row for a crime he didn't
commit. Together they come to understand the
heroism of resisting. From the critically acclaimed
author of A Gathering of Old Men and The
Autobiography of Miss Jane Pittman.
Contains material adapted and abridged from The
Everything Learning French Book by Bruce Sallee
and David Hebert.
The easy way to master French grammar French
Grammar For Dummies is a logical extension
andcomplement to the successful language learning
book, French ForDummies. In plain English, it
teaches you the grammatical rulesof the French
language, including parts of speech,
sentenceconstruction, pronouns, adjectives,
punctuation, stress and verbtenses, and moods.
Throughout the book, you get plenty of
practiceopportunities to help you on your goal of
mastering basic Frenchgrammar and usage. Grasp
the grammatical rules of French including parts
ofspeech, sentence construction, and verb tenses
Enhance your descriptive speech with adverbs,
adjectives, andprepositions Benefit from plenty of
practice opportunities throughout thebook Use the
French language confidently and correctly Whether
you're a student studying French or a
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professionallooking to get ahead of the pack by
learning a second language,French Grammar For
Dummies is your hands-on guide to quicklyand
painlessly master the written aspect of this
popularlanguage.
Quick-reference summary to French grammar.
Students and travelers can instantly create hundreds
of sentences for communication in French. This 6
page laminated guide provides template sentences
and a color coded bank of words that can be
plugged into those sentences. To change the
sentence, pick a different color-coded noun, verb or
adjective for a wide range of sentences for
communication. Categories follow those of a French
1 course which are the same categories helpful to a
world traveler. 6-page laminated guide includes:
Greetings (les salutations) Social Courtesies (la
politesse) Numbers (les nombres) French
Pronunciation (la prononciation) Basic Statements
Questions (les questions) Expressing Opinions (les
opinions) Negatives (la négation) Measurements (les
dimensions) Colors (les couleurs) Money (l'argent)
Time (l'heure) Days of the Week (les jours de la
semaine) Months of the Year (les mois de l'année)
Seasons (les saisons) Errands & Shopping (les
courses) Directions (les directions) The Family (la
famille) Weather (le temps) & Climate (le climat)
Personal Information (les renseignements
personnels) Food (la nourriture) Habitat (l'habitation)
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Entertainment (le divertissement) Media &
Communication (la communication) Travel (le
voyage) Transportation (le transport) Workplace (le
travail) Technology (la technologie) Health (la santé)
Emergency situations (en cas d'urgence)
Exam Board: AQA, Edexcel, Eduqas & CCEA Level:
AS/A-level Subject: Modern Languages First
Teaching: September 2016 First Exam: June 2017
Literature analysis made easy. Build your students'
confidence in their language abilities and help them
develop the skills needed to critique their chosen
work: putting it into context, understanding the
themes and narrative technique, as well as specialist
terminology. Breaking down each scene, character
and theme in No et moi (No and Me), this accessible
guide will enable your students to understand the
historical and social context of the novel and give
them the critical and language skills needed to write
a successful essay. - Strengthen language skills with
relevant grammar, vocab and writing exercises
throughout - Aim for top marks by building a bank of
textual examples and quotes to enhance exam
response - Build confidence with knowledge-check
questions at the end of every chapter - Revise
effectively with pages of essential vocabulary and
key mind maps throughout - Feel prepared for
exams with advice on how to write an essay, plus
sample essay questions, two levels of model
answers and examiner commentary
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CliffsQuickReview course guides cover the
essentials of your toughest classes. Get a firm grip
on core concepts and key material, and test your
newfound knowledge with review questions.
Whether want to use your language skills as a
student, traveler, or businessperson,
CliffsQuickReview French I can help. This guide
introduces each the basics of French structure and
vocabulary. The clear-cut, concise explanations and
thematic lists of high-frequency words are handy
means of enhancing your memory. In no time, you'll
be ready to tackle other concepts in this book such
as Pronunciation Definite, indefinite, and partitive
articles Present tense verbs The Passé Composé
Future and conditional tenses Reflexive verbs
CliffsQuickReview French I acts as a supplement to
your textbook and to classroom lectures. Use this
reference in any way that fits your personal style for
study and review — you decide what works best with
your needs. Here are just a few ways you can
search for topics: Use the free Pocket Guide full of
essential information Get a glimpse of what you'll
gain from a chapter by reading through the Chapter
Check-In at the beginning of each chapter Use the
Chapter Checkout at the end of each chapter to
gauge your grasp of the important information you
need to know Test your knowledge more completely
in the CQR Review and look for additional sources of
information in the CQR Resource Center Use the
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glossary to find key terms fast. With titles available
for all the most popular high school and college
courses, CliffsQuickReview guides are a
comprehensive resource that can help you get the
best possible grades.
Simplified French Grammar---Perfect for Beginners!
French grammar doesn't have to be terribly boring
and painful to study. What if I told you that there's a
grammar book that is actually fun to use? ... and
you're looking at IT! Unlike all the other French
grammar books out there, Beginner's French
Grammar in 30 Days approaches the topic in a fresh
new perspective and aims to guide you through the
painful first month of French language learning by
helping you create a learning habit. Learn the basics
of French grammar with short daily lessons: 1 short
lesson everyday for 30 days Simple exercises
Comes with free MP3 to help you practice your
pronunciation Study for less than 15 minutes a day!
A Direct-to-the-point Method Using Clear and Simple
Explanations This book gives you a step by step
guide on what you have to learn first when studying
French Grammar---explained in the simplest terms.
Get the most useful and relevant lessons that you
need to properly build your foundation in French: no
fluff, just straight to the point and easily digestible
explanations! You'll Learn the Following: Greeting
someone in French How to form negative sentences
Asking question Quick Ways to Express Past,
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Present and Future French Numbers Differences
between C'est and Il est in French (one of the most
typical mistakes in French) How to compare in
French Expressing Causes and Results (because,
due to...) and so much more (30 lessons in total)
Who Should Buy This Book? Beginners who want to
learn French Anyone who needs to review and brush
up on basic French grammar Technical Details: 154
pages FREE 78 MP3 tracks: To help you practice
your French pronunciation. Get your copy now!
Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar for GCSE, The
Study Guide
Whether you are: - a complete beginner - an
intermediate-level student facing difficulties in your
studies, - an advanced learner beginning to notice
the signs of a plateau in your motivation This study
guide has original, helpful techniques, hacks, and
tips you can use to enrich your vocabulary and get
you on track.
Have you always admired the French language, culture, and
people? Do you dream of traveling to Paris someday, but you
want to go when you're ready and can speak their language?
Or does the idea of taking a language class make you start to
sweat with feelings of stress, nervousness, and anxiety over
taking on more work? There is a better way for you to learn
the language you've always hoped to - and you have found it
with this guide. There are so many things that stop us from
tackling a new activity, such as learning a new language.
Time, money, accessibility, and motivation are just some of
the big things stopping us from doing the things we always
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hoped to, like learning French, the "Language of Love!" This
guide tries to overcome a few of those obstacles by making it
easy, manageable, and enjoyable because most of the time,
the hardest part is just starting! And when you have made
your way through this book and practice what you've learned,
you will be ready to book that trip to Paris so you can fully
yourself immerse in the food, wine, landscapes, and pulse of
French culture. While it is a common belief that children have
an easier time learning languages than adults, Richard
Roberts's 2015 study Becoming Fluent: How Cognitive
Science Can Help Adults Learn a Foreign Language,
published by The MIT Press, introduces how adults can
actually master a new language through different learning
techniques. He explains how adults can, unlike children, use
the skills they have developed throughout their lives to learn a
new language, and they can be just as successful. In this
guide, you'll discover: The absolute best method for you to
develop French-speaking skills - without requiring a ton of
time you don't have Detailed lessons to teach you what you
need to know without overwhelming you and sending you into
an anxiety attack How you can learn French at your own pace
- without the stress of homework or tests, so you can truly
learn the language Daily lessons and exercises, already
designed for you, so you don't have to plan or organize
anything and just open your book The worst pronunciations
you are saying, and how to master the correct pronunciation
to sound like a local An easy breakdown of the French parts
of speech, so you actually understand the rules, not just
memorize the vocabulary The most common expressions you
will need for your trip to France to fool them into thinking you
speak fluently The most romantic French words and phrases
that will heat up your love life, even if you're the least
romantic person you know None of us - no matter our age can learn a new language overnight. But when we decide we
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want to enrich our travel experiences and understanding of
the world by learning a language, you have to have the right
tool. Now you can understand and learn about the language
you love to listen to and have always admired. If you are
ready to start your journey with the "Language of Love," click
"Add to Cart" now!
French for Beginners 2nd Edition; The Best Handbook for
Learning to Speak French! French is considered as one of
the languages that is widely learned all over the world. There
is a high likelihood that you are already familiar with some
French phrases and words. Because of the French invasion
in England during the eleventh century, the French language
has given significant contributions to the English vocabulary.
This means that even if you are not actively learning French
but is adept in English, you are already using a lot of French
words without you knowing. Because of hundreds of years of
interaction with the British and because of common ancient
forefathers, French has offered English-speakers a fairly easy
path to conversing using a different language. French and
English share several similarities in sentence construction.
You may even realize that a lot of French and English words
have similar sounds. The limited French sounds may still be
familiar to you because of movies and TV shows. Some of
these unique French sounds include the silent "h" and the
gruff "r" sound; but this does not completely mean that
everything you watch and hear on TV is totally accurate. Still,
being able to adopt the French accent you have acquired
from watching movies can help you a lot while learning the
language. Even if French is remotely related to the English
language, it is more generally compared to other Romance
languages such us Spanish and Italian. All these three
languages were created from the Latin language used by the
Romans during their invasions in 1 B.C.; but despite their
common origin, the evolution of the French language is
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different from the evolution of Italian and Spanish (which still
share a lot of similarities even up to today). Currently, there
are around thirty countries who name French as one of their
official languages. In Canada, French is commonly used in
the Quebec region only. While in Belgium, French is used in
the Southern area only. The spread of the French language
can be partly explained by the colonization of several nations
in the Pacific, Africa and the Caribbean by France. On top of
that, the French language was actually used as the official
language for international diplomacy until the initial years of
the twentieth century when the English language took over.
Here Is A Preview Of What Is Inside... The French Language
Pronunciation Tools for Building Phrases Basic Vocabulary
Words and Phrases Socializing in French Much, much more!
Purchase your copy today!
A top-selling teacher resource line, The 100+ Series(TM)
features over 100 reproducible activities in each book! --Help
your student form a solid understanding of the French
language! Building on the basics, this book covers common
phrases, functional vocabulary, conjugation of verbs, basic
grammar, and sentence structure. Over 100 pages of
reproducible activities get your students started on the path to
speaking and writing French. The activities provided offer fun
and varied exercises to practice concepts and vocabulary.
Students learn to tell time, formulate sentences, conjugate
verbs, pose and answer questions, and make
comparisons--all while learning about French-speaking
culture.
Learn to communicate in French with this handy, laminated
4-page guide.
"From the Publisher: Need help learning French? Is grammar
a problem? Thousands of students like you have found the
solution in the clear, simple text of English Grammar for
Students of French. This easy-to-use handbook is specifically
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designed to teach you the English grammar you need in order
to learn French grammar more quickly and efficiently. Look at
the features of what you'll find in a typical section: an
explanation of a concept as it applies to English; a
presentation of the same concept as it applies to French; the
similarities and differences between the two languages,
stressing common pitfalls for English speakers; step-by-step
instructions on how to select the correct form; review
exercises with answer key."--Google Books viewed July 29,
2021.
The two Workbooks, one for each 26-lesson part, are the
students' chief resource and handbook for analysis of the
French language and culture that they first encounter in the
videos. Each workbook lesson is coordinated with the audio
program and reinforces the oral comprehension using images
drawn from the video program. New grammatical material is
introduced in clear reference tables and immediately put to
work in the oral, aural, and written exercises. The workbooks
also contain additional materials for skits, dictées, and writing
assignments, as well as review exercises for self-testing.
Learning activities in the second edition of the workbooks
have been reorganized for greater effectiveness and ease of
use. A redesigned and enlarged workbook index that includes
a new series of verb charts has also been provided.
The Ultimate French Language Study Guide. Some results
you can expect from this book: Keep your motivation high:
you'll maximize your motivation while you study until you
reach fluency. Learn French painlessly: you'll create a daily
habit that will remove the headache from learning a new
language. Accelerate your learning:you'll take proven
shortcuts and use language hacks specific to the French
language. /li> Understand native French speakers: you'll use
clear know-how to practice and improve your listening skills.
Enjoy any French media outlet: you'll follow a clearly-defined
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method to read well and appreciate great articles and books
written in the French language. Sound more natural in
French: you'll have a solid foundation in the language, which
will allow you to sound good while speaking it! Whether you
are a beginner struggling to find a suitable learning method to
use, an intermediate-level student facing difficulties in your
studies, an advanced learner beginning to notice the signs of
a plateau in your motivation, or a long-time learner close to
losing interest in learning French, this study guide has
original, helpful techniques, hacks, and tips you can use to
enrich your vocabulary and get you on track. Get your copy
now!
In his first work of narrative nonfiction, Matthew Pearl,
bestselling author of acclaimed novel The Dante Club,
explores the little-known true story of the kidnapping of
legendary pioneer Daniel Boone’s daughter and the dramatic
aftermath that rippled across the nation. On a quiet
midsummer day in 1776, weeks after the signing of the
Declaration of Independence, thirteen-year-old Jemima
Boone and her friends Betsy and Fanny Callaway disappear
near the Kentucky settlement of Boonesboro, the echoes of
their faraway screams lingering on the air. A CherokeeShawnee raiding party has taken the girls as the latest salvo
in the blood feud between American Indians and the colonial
settlers who have decimated native lands and resources.
Hanging Maw, the raiders’ leader, recognizes one of the
captives as Jemima Boone, daughter of Kentucky's most
influential pioneers, and realizes she could be a valuable
pawn in the battle to drive the colonists out of the contested
Kentucky territory for good. With Daniel Boone and his posse
in pursuit, Hanging Maw devises a plan that could ultimately
bring greater peace both to the tribes and the colonists. But
after the girls find clever ways to create a trail of clues, the
raiding party is ambushed by Boone and the rescuers in a
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battle with reverberations that nobody could predict. As
Matthew Pearl reveals, the exciting story of Jemima Boone’s
kidnapping vividly illuminates the early days of America’s
westward expansion, and the violent and tragic clashes
across cultural lines that ensue. In this enthralling narrative in
the tradition of Candice Millard and David Grann, Matthew
Pearl unearths a forgotten and dramatic series of events from
early in the Revolutionary War that opens a window into
America’s transition from colony to nation, with the heavy
moral costs incurred amid shocking new alliances and
betrayals.
Get up and running with French Easy French Step-by-Step
proves that a solid grounding in grammar basics is the key to
mastering a second language. You are quickly introduced to
grammatical rules and concepts in order of importance, which
you can build on as you progress through the book. You will
also learn more than 300 verbs, chosen by their frequency of
use. Numerous exercises and engaging readings help you
quickly build your speaking and comprehension prowess.
Book & 2 CDs. Complete with a targeted review of all the
material on the selected Praxis exam in addition to a fulllength practice test, these test preparation guides are written
by the makers of the real tests. Thorough explanations of the
answers are provided, and helpful test-taking strategies are
found throughout the guide. The three categories of
assessments covered correspond to the three milestones in
teacher development -- academic skills assessment, subject
assessment, and classroom performance assessment.
Reflecting the rigorous and carefully validated nature of the
exams, these guides provide beginning teachers the
information they need to succeed.
Our CLEP study guides are different! The French CLEP study
guide TEACHES you everything that you need to know to
pass the CLEP test. This study guide is more than just pages
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of sample test questions. Our easy to understand study guide
will TEACH you the information. We've condensed what you
need to know into a manageable book - one that will leave
you completely prepared to tackle the test. This study guide
includes sample test questions that will test your knowledge
AND teach you new material. Your French CLEP study guide
also includes flashcards. Use these to memorize key
concepts and terms. Anyone can take and pass a CLEP test.
What are you waiting for?
Our CLEP study guides are different! The French CLEP study
guide TEACHES you what you need to know to pass the
CLEP test. This study guide is more than just pages of
sample test questions. Our easy to understand study guide
will TEACH you the information. We've condensed what you
need to know into a manageable book - one that will leave
you completely prepared to tackle the test. This study guide
includes sample test questions that will test your knowledge
AND teach you new material. Your French CLEP study guide
also includes flashcards that are bound into the back of the
book. Use these to memorize key concepts and terms.
Anyone can take and pass a CLEP test. What are you waiting
for? ****Testimonial****I just wanted to drop you guys a line
and tell you that I passed my final CLEP exam last Monday
which gives me all of the credits I need to graduate. I have
taken 30 credits worth of CLEP exams and I've passed them
all by using your study guides. I actually purchased one of
your study guides and failed my first test. I didn't fail because
of your guide though, I failed because I didn't manage my
time effectively and I ran short. I looked at your study guide
after failing though, and a lot of the information on your study
guide was very relevant to what was on the test. So, I tried
again with a different test and a different study guide of yours.
I passed. This pattern continues for 30 credits. I graduate on
June 9th thanks to you guys, so I wanted to say thank you.
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The guides were worth every penny. Thanks, -John S.****I
would like to thank you for your study guides. I will be
graduating in December with two bachelor degrees and CLEP
helped me get there quickly. I gained 36 credits through
CLEP and your study guides helped me through almost all of
them. I can honestly say that I would not have passed many
of the tests without your guides. Great products. Thanks!!
-Erin W.****
Learn French in a flash with QuickStudy flash cards. Each
box contains 1,000 flash cards. Each card has color coded
tabs on the top of the cards to easily remove and replace
cards in the proper section.
Send students into their exam with the confidence to aim for
their best with this formula for effective and structured
revision including guidance that helps students practice
vocabulary, grammar and all four skills. - Enable students to
avoid misconceptions with common mistakes highlighted
throughout - Build students' vocabulary and grammar
knowledge with recaps for each topic - Develop students'
reading, listening, speaking and writing skills through short
questions for every topic - Allow students to identify areas for
improvement with sample answers and commentary for examstyle questions.
Mastering verbs is the key to romance languages for many
people. This quick reference 6-page laminated guide offers
easy-to-read tables of conjugations for the 15 verb tenses
and moods, with the changes bolded for quick reference.
Twenty-two key-example verbs and their meanings are
included, with the irregular tenses and moods listed for each
verb. Using the example conjugations, this guide becomes a
powerful key to unlocking French for communication and, of
course, for better grades. Suggested uses: o Students - a
very lightweight, inexpensive grade-booster that can be
slipped between your notebook pages for quick and easy
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answers o Teachers - Inexpensive classroom tool, whether
you have a few for those students struggling or a whole class
set that can last your entire career with the durable lamination
o Travelers - Being flat, laminated and with conjugations
being easy to find, if you have moved beyond one word
translations and are striving to speak correctly, this is a great
travel buddy
In this detailed overview of the MTEL French test, sample
questions test the reader's abilities in listening and reading
comprehension, linguistics and language structures, cultural
understanding, and written and oral expression. (Study
Guides)
A textbook/workbook for learning French quickly, along with
cultural information and practical travel tips. Includes four
audiocassettes.
Like learning any other language, studying French can be
difficult at first. You need to figure out the gender of a word,
for example. Yet despite its difficulty, learning French is not
impossible to do. By paying close attention to French
grammar rules, you can speed up your learning process and
familiarize yourself with the language in no time. Grab The
Quick Study Guide to learn more!
Benny Lewis, who speaks over ten languages—all selftaught—runs the largest language-learning blog in the world,
Fluent In 3 Months. Lewis is a full-time "language hacker,"
someone who devotes all of his time to finding better, faster,
and more efficient ways to learn languages. Fluent in 3
Months: How Anyone at Any Age Can Learn to Speak Any
Language from Anywhere in the World is a new blueprint for
fast language learning. Lewis argues that you don't need a
great memory or "the language gene" to learn a language
quickly, and debunks a number of long-held beliefs, such as
adults not being as good of language learners as children.
Do you want to learn French? This book walks you step by
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step through the basics you need to know in order to
communicate in French, taking full advantage of your existing
knowledge of English. - "How is English relevant?"The
English language uses over 6,000 French words, words like
"important", "table", "description", and thousands more. If
your English is reasonably good, it's a safe bet that you
already know about 3,000 French words. You don't know
which ones, though. And it's not just vocabulary. French
grammar is very similar to English's grammar. Learning
French should be a breeze, but usually, it's not. This book
validates your existing knowledge of French - a knowledge
you didn't know you had - to help you Learn French, The
Easy Way! All roads lead to Rome... but some are easier and
faster! - How long does it take to go from London to Paris?
Most people would say, "about 1 hour", because that's how
long it takes if you take a direct flight out one of London's
airports. Or if you're driving, it will take 6 hours on the shortest
route. But on foot, without a map and traveling at random? It
could take years and years, going through Moscow, LA,
Uganda, Nicaragua, Brazil, Quebec... A lot of people wouldn't
make it at all. Learning a language is a lot like that. You think
you are on a straight path but chances are, that's not true.
Most people end up lost along the way and never actually
learn more than a few set phrases, in spite of years of
language studies in school. Going from London to Paris can
take about an hour, but only if you take a direct flight. Most
students think, "Ok, I'm going to learn French", and in their
mind, it is all about how hard they study and how smart and
how talented they are. It seldom occurs to them how big of an
issue what they are studying is. Mostly, they just blame
themselves, "well, I guess I am just not good at languages."
Of course, you have to study, and some people have an
easier time than others, but: Are you on a direct flight from
London to Paris, or are you on foot and lost in the middle of
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some jungle with a lousy map and a compass that doesn't
work properly? You could spend years studying French
without ever learning to communicate in French. Case in
point, the average English speaker knows thousands of
French words... and yet the average English speaker sure
can't speak French. Studying at random isn't going to help
much. As long as you are missing the keys fundamentals of
the French language, you will get no closer to speaking
French. This book is designed to help you navigate through
the fundamentals of the French language, step by step, in
plain English. Buy this book and you will Learn French, The
Easy Way!
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